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Your business depends on the trusting relationship you and your staff have 
with your clients. So when do you know your staff are ready to take a 
hands on role with your clients and honour that trust? How do you make 

sure new staff can take a ‘prospect’ to a committed client of your business? Do you 
have the time, patience and skill to train them yourself? 

One of the key challenges faced by all businesses is the attraction, development 
and retention of talented people, who will be able to help deliver on the business’ 
vision. For several years now, the financial services industry has been experiencing 
a well recognised skills shortage – competition for talented staff is high, and 
consequently remuneration rates for advisers have been steadily increasing. Even 
more troubling, research has shown: 

❚	 The average cost to acquire an employee is one and a half times the salary 
that employee will earn – consider the time needed to recruit and induct high 
calibre individuals – time that could be better spent with clients

❚		 New candidates can take up to a year to master their jobs

❚		 Companies that focus only on external talent can erode the commitment of 
internal employees

❚		 Baby boomer planners retiring over the next 10 years outnumber their 30-40 
year old equivalents by two to one, meaning increased competition for key 
staff and appropriate successors

Research demonstrates that companies with progressive talent management 
strategies and practices have higher returns on equity. The trouble is that too few 
companies use talent management strategies.

Tips that can help in successful talent management include: 

❚		 Identify the roles critical to your company’s success and have plans in place to 
target potential gaps

❚		 Identify potential successors and incentivise them to stay with your practice 
– this may include the option to secure equity over time

❚		 Consider profit-sharing arrangements for key employees

❚		 Connect staff to work that is motivating

❚		 Communicate which behaviours and skills are key to being successful
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❚		 Inform employees of possible career paths that will benefit 
them as well as the organisation

❚		 Use employee satisfaction ratings as part of yearly goals and 
financial rewards for people managers (with at least a 15 
per cent weighting)

❚		 Commit to development – put in place opportunities to 
mentor your people and allow them to develop and use 
new skills and expertise

Given an opportunity to develop and hone their skills, your 
top talent will be more likely to stay in your company. In turn, 
attracting new talent will largely take care of itself. 

For the business owner, the above tips are not always easy 
to implement. Some business owners keep the big dollar 
clients to themselves, never giving their associates a chance 
to develop. Your staff eventually realise that. Are you actually 
holding your business back because you don’t formally develop 
opportunities for your people within the business? 

Imagine how much more motivated your staff would be if 
they saw themselves developing their careers because they 
work for you. Happy people stay. It’s not rocket science. They 
understand what the business is doing and embrace it. They 
might even turn down a ‘better offer’ because of the path that 
they can see ahead of them. This can be an office assistant who 
might like to move into financial planning, or an associate 
planner who might like to eventually take on ownership of 
your business as you take yourself into retirement. 

Developing staff can be a time consuming and frustrating 
exercise. Who – apart from the principal – will be teaching 
paraplanners and newer planners to deal with clients, plan and 
execute strategies, develop and deliver seminars and grow the 
success of your practice? Candidates are now starting to come 
out of universities and other tertiary institutions equipped 
with much of the technical knowledge they need but not yet 
as experienced in the “real world” as employers would like. 

In 2005, MLC announced the launch of the MLC Adviser 
Scholarship Program, a strategic initiative to help advisers 
grow their business and offer a structured career path to new 
advisers. In March 2007, 17 students will graduate after having 
successfully completed the two year program. The two year 
training program covers key business skills such as dealing 
with clients, managing a practice and strategic and technical 
advice. 

To date, MLC has had 3 intakes of students and now has 61 
students nationwide currently on the program. The next 
intake of students will be in July 2007, when MLC will open 
up the program to a further 25 students. MLC has been at 
the forefront of growing quality adviser numbers with a large 
number of planners seeking to retire in the next 3 to 5 years. 

“By skilling students with expertise and knowledge over 
and above their technical qualifications, we are assisting 
Principals in developing key employees and ultimately 
succession candidates for their businesses,” said Mr Wayne 

Handley, Executive - Business Growth & Succession.  

The attraction and development of good staff will become 
more difficult in coming years as the “baby boomer” planners 
start to retire. If you are a practice principal who is 55 years 
old or over, chances are you may be thinking about reducing 
your work involvement or even selling your business. But to 
whom? MLC’s analysis of selected licensees shows that the  
baby boomers outnumber the 30-40 year olds by two to one. 
This means that competition for key talent (which is already 
tough) will only become more intense. It will become critical 
to your own retirement plans that you recruit and retain 
someone capable and willing to be your successor – or else 
you may find yourself a “price taker” rather than a “price 
maker”. Consider these questions: Do you have a candidate 
who is capable and willing to take over your business? How 
comfortable are you in leaving your business reputation and 
client relationships in the hands of this candidate? 

However, having a suitable and willing candidate does not 
resolve all succession issues. For example, how much of 
your $1m+ practice can your 30-year old successor afford 
to buy – even with around 50 per cent bank funding? Does 
your business structure – perhaps a family trust or company 
– impact your ability to provide key staff with profit-sharing 
or equity-building opportunities? Can you maximise your 
Small Business CGT concessions by restructuring ahead of 
any transitions? 

MLC’s Succession and Acquisition Service, launched in 
October 2006 and led by Bob Neill, former HLB Mann Judd 
partner, is helping principals address these issues. The Adviser 
Scholarship Program and the Succession and Acquisition 
Service are just two examples of one company’s approach 
to addressing succession planning issues within the financial 
planning industry.  


